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Abstract—Mean square error optimal estimation requires the
full correlation structure to be available. Unfortunately, it is
not always possible to maintain full knowledge about the cor-
relations. One example is decentralized data fusion where the
cross-correlations between estimates are unknown, partly due to
information sharing. To avoid underestimating the covariance
of an estimate in such situations, conservative estimation is one
option. In this paper the conservative linear unbiased estimator is
formalized including optimality criteria. Fundamental bounds of
the optimal conservative linear unbiased estimator are derived.
A main contribution is a general approach for computing the
proposed estimator based on robust optimization. Furthermore,
it is shown that several existing estimation algorithms are special
cases of the optimal conservative linear unbiased estimator. An
evaluation verifies the theoretical considerations and shows that
the optimization based approach performs better than existing
conservative estimation methods in certain cases.

Index Terms—Conservative estimation, robust optimization,
unknown cross-correlations, covariance intersection, decentral-
ized estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

OPTIMAL ESTIMATION of parameters in a linear regression
is a well studied subject. Minimum variance unbiased

estimators such as the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE)
require full knowledge about the measurement covariance
[1]. If the covariance structure is only partially known one
solution is to use a conservative estimator that does not
provide a too optimistic uncertainty. That is, a conservative
estimator guarantees that the covariance of an estimate is not
underestimated. In the literature this property is often denoted
consistency or covariance consistency [2]. Estimation in a
regression with unknown or partially known covariances goes
at least as far back as [3]. Real-world examples of when the
covariance structure is only partially known are found in [4, 5].
A comprehensive survey of estimation under unknown cross-
correlations is provided in [6].

The conservative estimation problem has earlier been stud-
ied in a fusion context only, see, e.g., [7–12]. Fusion denotes
the estimation problem where multiple estimates of the same
parameters are merged into an improved estimate [13]. This
can be seen as a special case of a general linear regression
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Fig. 1. Merging of two estimates with covariances R1 and R2.
Multiple BLUEs for different cross-correlations are provided. A
conservative bound is also shown.

where two direct observations of the same unknown parameter
vector are available. Optimal fusion of two estimates with
covariance R1 and R2 requires the cross-correlations R12 to
be known. If so, the BLUE yields optimal fusion. Under
unknown R12 a conservative estimator has to consider all
possible instances of R12. A geometrical interpretation of this
is given in Fig. 1, where R1 and R2 are represented as ellipses,
and the task is to compute a new ellipse that summarizes
the total information without overestimating it, i.e., we seek a
conservative bound. The BLUE covariance ellipses for zero,
maximum and several nonzero correlations are illustrated in
Fig. 1. Since a conservative bound must take into account
all possible values of R12 it must be simultaneously larger
than all the individual BLUEs and hence, for instance, cannot
be the BLUE assuming either zero correlations or maximum
correlations. The literature describes basically three different
methods corresponding to slightly different assumptions on
R12. These are covariance intersection (CI, [7]), the largest
ellipsoid (LE, [9]) method and inverse covariance intersection
(ICI, [12]).

In this paper we generalize the existing theory to the general
linear regression framework based on the work initiated in
[14]. The BLUE approach is formulated as an optimization
problem. This enables us to formulate the conservative linear
unbiased estimator (CLUE) as a similar optimization problem.
A major point is that standard optimization software can
be applied to compute a CLUE in general cases, which is
something that is currently not possible [6]. To evaluate both
the theory and optimization algorithms, we study a number of
fusion problems, which means that we can compare with the
existing methods from literature. For that comparison reason,
we also provide a review of these fusion methods in the same
notational framework and show that these are special cases of
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the CLUE. The following are the main contributions:
• A framework which unifies existing conservative es-

timation methods, facilitates the development of new
methods and is able to serve as a tool in the analysis
of conservative estimation problems.

• A number of derived properties of the general linear
regression CLUE.

• A methodology for computing a CLUE in general cases
using standard optimization software.

• A theorem that states under which conditions the LE
method is an optimal CLUE.

II. BACKGROUND

Necessary mathematical notation and theory of linear esti-
mation are introduced below. This is followed by a literature
review of decentralized and distributed estimation.

A. Notation

Let R, Rn and Rm×n denote the set of real numbers, the set
of real-valued n-dimensional vectors and the set of real-valued
m× n matrices, respectively. Let Sn+ and Sn++ denote the set
of n× n symmetric positive semidefinite (PSD) matrices and
the set of n × n symmetric positive definite (PD) matrices,
respectively. For A,B ∈ Sn+, the inequalities A � B and
A � B are equivalent to (A−B) ∈ Sn+ and (A−B) ∈ Sn++,
respectively. The ellipsoid of a matrix A ∈ Sn++ is given by
the set of points E(A) = {x ∈ Rn|xTA−1x ≤ 1}. If A is a
covariance matrix then E(A) describes an uncertainty. A larger
ellipsoid means a larger uncertainty and for A,B ∈ Sn++ it is
also true that

A � B ⇐⇒ E(A) ⊃ E(B), (1a)
A � B ⇐⇒ E(A) ⊇ E(B). (1b)

Appendix A provides a summary of matrix properties used in
this paper.

B. Preliminaries

The Fisherian estimation philosophy is adopted which
means that the state x0 to be estimated is deterministic. The
overall problem is to derive an estimate x̂ of x0 ∈ Rn from
measurements y ∈ Rm given as a linear regression

y = Hx0 + v, (2)

where H ∈ Rm×n and v is zero-mean random noise. It is
assumed m ≥ n and rank(H) = n. If rank(H) < n then
y is insufficient for the considered problem in the sense that
it is not possible to estimate all components of x0. In terms
of a least squares estimator x̂ there would be infinitely many
solutions x̂ in the rank deficient case [15]. The true covariance
of y is given by R0 = cov(y) = E(y− E y)(y− E y)T, where
E is the expectation operator. The covariance of x̂ is denoted
by P .

In linear estimation1 x̂ = Ky where K ∈ Rn×m is the
estimation gain. An estimator is unbiased if E x̂ = x0. For a

1Since E v = 0 only linear estimators x̂ = Ky are considered and hence
the more general affine estimator x̂ = Ky + b is not included in this scope.

linear estimator with y as in (2) this implies KH = I , where
I is the identity matrix of appropriate dimension. The true
covariance of x̂ = Ky is given by cov(x̂) = E(x̂ − x0)(x̂ −
x0)T = KR0KT. A linear estimator is completely defined by
(K,P ).

Fusion is a subclass of estimation problems where the
components of y are estimates y1, y2, . . . to be merged into a
more accurate estimate. Here it is assumed that yi = Hix

0+vi
and vi is zero-mean noise. In linear fusion an estimate is
computed from N estimates y1, . . . , yN according to

x̂ =
[
K1 . . . KN

] [
y1 . . . yN

]T
= Ky, (3a)

P =
[
K1 . . . KN

]  R0
1 . . . R0

1N
...

. . .
...

R0
N1 . . . R0

N


K1

...
KN


= KR0KT, (3b)

where R0
i = cov(yi) and R0

ij = cov(yi, yj) is the cross-
covariance between yi and yj . When speaking of cross-
correlations we mean R0

ij . The linear fusion problem of (3) is
structurally equivalent to the linear estimation problem.

C. Related Research

Two estimates y1 and y2 are optimally fused using the Bar-
Shalom-Campo [16] formulas if the cross-correlations R0

12 is
available. Cross-correlations are in general unknown [7, 17],
but nevertheless need to be handled carefully. Otherwise there
is an immediate risk of double counting information. In
[18] the cross-correlations are compensated for by subtracting
previously accounted information. However, this requires some
sort of bookkeeping mechanism which is not always possible
in practice. A related concept is the channel filter [19] which
allows for compensation of cross-correlations in certain sen-
sor network topologies. In [20–23] several consensus-based
methods are proposed. These approaches also make specific
assumptions about the sensor network topology, and then use
averaging to drive the estimates towards consensus. Another
class of methods are distributed Kalman filtering algorithms—
see, e.g., [24–26]—which restrict the estimates to be merged
to follow specific filtering schemes.

The methods described above are useful in a vast amount
of applications given that their conditions are met. A problem
is that these conditions are not always satisfied. For instance,
there are situations where: (i) there is no knowledge about
the sensor network topology; (ii) the history of exchanged
data is unavailable; (iii) the filtering schemes, if any, deployed
by the other nodes in the sensor network are unknown. If
some or all of (i)–(iii) hold then the problem is more or
less structureless and we are basically forced to rely upon
conservative estimation [27]. Detailed descriptions of the three
main methods of conservative linear estimation are provided in
Sec. VI. Theoretical aspects of conservative linear estimation
have been studied to some extent. See, e.g., [8, 17, 28, 29] for
theoretical work on CI. ICI is further examined in [30, 31].
A main aspect of conservative estimation is partial knowledge
about cross-correlation. Exploiting partial knowledge is stud-
ied in [10, 12, 32–34].
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This paper considers estimation in a linear regression with
an uncertainty in the model. Here we use P � cov(x̂) as the
necessary condition for an estimator given by x̂ and P to be
called conservative. In [35] a closely related problem is studied
where the authors instead uses tr(P ) ≥ tr (cov(x̂)) as the
necessary condition for a conservative estimator. The resulting
algorithm is a minimax optimization method that computes a
worst-case estimate given the uncertainty in the model. Other
minimax formulation for estimation under model uncertainties
are derived in [36–39]. To be able to apply a worst-case
approach a worst-case element must exist. Unfortunately, for
the general problem considered in this paper a worst-case
element is not unambiguously defined. To ensure P � cov(x̂),
a conservative estimator must instead simultaneously consider
multiple elements which may all be worst-case in different
senses. We further elaborate on this topic in Sec. III-D to
illustrate why a minimax formulation is not possible for the
general problem studied in this paper.

III. LINEAR UNBIASED ESTIMATION AS OPTIMIZATION

In this section the problem is formulated. First, the CLUE is
defined. The BLUE is then introduced using an optimization
formulation. We finally generalize the BLUE concept for the
optimal CLUE problem.

A. Conservative Linear Unbiased Estimation

In conservative estimation R0 is generally not fully known.
Instead R0 belongs to a set A where A ⊂ Sm++ is known.
As a result, cov(x̂) cannot be computed. The approach is then
to bound cov(x̂) from above, i.e., to find K and P such that
P � cov(x̂) with x̂ = Ky. An estimator which is able to
guarantee P � cov(x̂), or equivalently P � KRKT,∀R ∈ A,
is conservative. It is assumed that the elements of A have
only finite eigenvalues, which means that R0 has only finite
eigenvalues.

A CLUE which computes an estimate x̂ and covariance P
is characterized by the following properties

x̂ = Ky ∧ KH = I ∧ P � KRKT,∀R ∈ A, (4)

where y is defined according to (2). The problem studied in
this paper can now be formulated as: For y given according
to (2) and a given set A, derive a CLUE (K,P ) where P is
as small as possible.

As an example of a conservative estimator and a non-
conservative estimator, consider a case where x0 ∈ R2

and A = {Ra, Rb, Rc, Rd, Re} ⊂ S4
++. Let (K,P ) and

(K ′, P ′) be two estimators, where P and P ′ are given by
their ellipses in Fig. 2. Since E(P ) ⊇ E(KRKT),∀R ∈ A
and hence P � KRKT,∀R ∈ A we conclude that (K,P )
is conservative given A. By a similar geometrical reasoning
we see that P ′ � K ′R(K ′)T cannot hold for all R ∈ A
and we therefore conclude that (K ′, P ′) is not a conservative
estimator.
Remark 1. The authors of [8, 12] use the notion admissibility
where admissible matrices are those R that are permitted given
the problem formulation. Here A is used to represent the set
of all admissible matrices.

KRKT, R ∈ A
P

K′R(K′)T, R ∈ A
P ′

Fig. 2. An example of a conservative estimator (K,P ) and non-
conservative estimator (K′, P ′).

B. Best Linear Unbiased Estimation

In the classical setting, which is a special case of a CLUE
with A = {R0}, it is well-known that a linear unbiased
estimator with the smallest mean square error is given by
the BLUE [1]. The BLUE is defined in Definition 1, where
also a loss function J : Rn×n → R is introduced. Throughout
this work it is assumed that J is matrix increasing [40], see
Appendix A.

Definition 1 (Best Linear Unbiased Estimator). Let y =
Hx0 + v where cov(y) = R0. An estimator x̂? = K?y where
P ? = K?R0(K?)T is called the best linear unbiased estimator
if K? is the solution to

minimize
K,P

J(P )

subject to KH = I

P = KR0KT,

(5)

for a given matrix increasing function J .

The optimization problem in (5) is easily solved and a
closed-form solution exists, and therefore this optimization
formulation is seldom used. The reason we write the BLUE
in this way is made clear shortly. If R0 is invertible, then the
BLUE is given by K? =

(
HT(R0)−1H

)−1
HT(R0)−1 [1]

and hence

x̂? =
(
HT(R0)−1H

)−1
HT(R0)−1y, (6a)

P ? =
(
HT(R0)−1H

)−1
. (6b)

According to the Gauss-Markov theorem [15] KR0KT � P ?
for any K such that KH = I . Hence, the same solution
P ? is obtained irrespective of the choice of matrix increasing
function J .

C. Best Conservative Linear Unbiased Estimation

In the general case where A is not a singleton the BLUE is
not well-defined. The typical reason for this is that the cross-
correlations, e.g., R0

12, are unknown. Still it is desirable to
design an estimator similar to the BLUE as in Definition 1.

A best CLUE is defined in Definition 2. A best CLUE
reduces to the BLUE if A = {R0}. Similar formulations have
been proposed in [17, 28, 29].

Definition 2 (Best Conservative Linear Unbiased Estimator).
Let y = Hx0 + v. Assume cov(y) = R0 ∈ A ⊂ Sm++.
An estimator reporting x̂? = K?y and P ? is called a best
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Conservative Linear Unbiased Estimation
Assumptions: y = Hx0 + v, cov(y) = R0 ∈ A
Estimator: x̂ = Ky,KH = I, P � cov(Ky)

exact and unique closed-form solution
K? = P ?HT(R0)−1, P ? =

(
HT(R0)−1H

)−1

A = {R0}

optimal estimator: BLUE

fundamental bounds special casesgeneral CLUE using
robust optimization

A = {Ra, Rb, . . . , R0, . . . }

optimal estimator: best CLUE

Fig. 3. Overview of the conservative linear unbiased estimation problem. The special case with A = {R0} is illustrated to
the left and the general case is illustrated to the right. The green box to the right visualizes the scope of this paper.

conservative linear unbiased estimator if (K?, P ?) is the
solution to

minimize
K,P

J(P )

subject to KH = I

P � KRKT,∀R ∈ A,

(7)

for a given matrix increasing function J .

A solution to (7) is given by a pair (K?, P ?) which is
one example of a feasible point [40] as this pair satisfies all
constraints of the problem. The set of all feasible points is
called the feasible set. In particular, the feasible set of the
problem in (7) equals the set of all CLUEs.

The BLUE problem has a unique solution, the same is
not true for the best CLUE problem for which the choice of
loss function J is crucial. While the BLUE finds a minimum
element P ? of the feasible set to the problem in Definition 1,
the best CLUE P ? is a minimal element of the feasible set to
the problem in Definition 2. See Appendix A for the definitions
of minimum and minimal elements including procedures for
how they can be found.

Since the best CLUE problem boils down to finding a
minimal element the natural loss function is tr(W ·), where
W ∈ Sn++, see Appendix A. The reason for using a more
general matrix increasing J is that it includes, e.g., the
determinant, which is a common loss function in the literature
and is not obviously related to tr(W ·). However, it is shown in
Appendix A that any matrix increasing function can be used to
find minimal elements. The literature suggests that trace and
the determinant are the most commonly used loss functions.
Minimizing the trace is related to minimizing the variance,
and minimizing the determinant is related to minimizing the
entropy [41].

D. Relation to Minimax Optimization

In Sec. II-C it was discussed that related problems are solved
in [35–39] using minimax formulations. These papers consider
scalar loss functions, cf. J(P ), but they do not impose the
PSD constraint P � KRKT,∀R ∈ A which is a necessary
condition for a CLUE. Using a relaxed constraint J(P ) ≥
J(KRKT),∀R ∈ A, e.g., as is used in [35] with J(·) = tr(·),
it is possible to derive a minimax optimization problem where

J(P ) = J(KRKT) is minimized for a worst-case element
R ∈ A. However, as seen in the example below, the solution
to this minimax problem is not necessarily feasible w.r.t. the
original problem in (2).

Let J(·) = tr(·). Let H =
[
I I

]T
and A = {Ra, Rb},

where

Ra =


2 0 2 0
0 4 0 2
2 0 4 0
0 2 0 2

 , Rb =


2 0 0 1
0 4 1 0
0 1 4 0
1 0 0 2

 .
The two BLUEs for each of the elements in A are given by

Ka = PaH
T(Ra)−1, Pa =

(
HT(Ra)−1H

)−1
,

Kb = PbH
T(Rb)−1, Pb =

(
HT(Rb)−1H

)−1
.

For a solution (K,P ) to satisfy tr(P ) ≥ tr(KRaKT) and
tr(P ) ≥ tr(KRbKT) it must necessarily satisfy

tr(P ) ≥ max (tr(Pa), tr(Pb)) ,

as a consequence of the Gauss-Markov theorem [15]. In this
case we have

tr(Pa) = tr(KaR
aKT

a ) = 4, tr(KaR
bKT

a ) = 4,

tr(Pb) = tr(KbR
bKT

b ) = 2.63, tr(KaR
bKT

a ) = 4.41,

i.e., tr(Pa) = tr(KaR
bKT

a ) = 4 which is as small as it pos-
sible can be. We hence have that (Pa,Ka) is a solution to the
minimax problem suggested by relaxing P � KRKT,∀R ∈
A into tr(P ) ≥ tr(KRKT),∀R ∈ A. Meanwhile

Pa −KaR
bKT

a =

[
0 −1
−1 0

]
6� 0,

which violates P � KRKT,∀R ∈ A, and (Pa,Ka) is
therefore not a feasible solution w.r.t. (2). This counterexample
shows that a minimax formulation does not in general apply
for the best CLUE problem in (2). The minimax formulation
is therefore not pursued further.

E. Proposed Framework

Definition 2 is the backbone of the proposed framework for
conservative linear unbiased estimation. A similar optimization
formulation has been proposed in, e.g., [29] for the CI case. In
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this paper we further develop this concept to reach a general
framework for conservative linear unbiased estimation. The
rest of this paper is devoted to the CLUE concept: Problem
properties are analyzed in Sec. IV. A major motivation for
the optimization formulation of a CLUE is that standard
optimization software can be applied to compute a CLUE and
in some cases guarantee a best CLUE. This is the topic of
Sec. V. In Sec. VI some of the existing conservative estimation
methods are shown to be CLUE and sometimes even best
CLUE under certain assumptions on A. To evaluate both
theory and optimization algorithms, we study a number of
fusion problems in Sec. VII. Fig. 3 illustrates conservative
linear unbiased estimation and the special case of linear
unbiased estimation.

IV. PROBLEM PROPERTIES

The optimization problems to find the BLUE and best
CLUE are very similar. However, while a closed form solution
is available for the BLUE, the additional uncertainty in the best
CLUE formulation makes the problem much harder to solve
and no general solution procedure is available. This section
highlights differences between the two optimization problems,
and derives a simplified optimization problem providing a
lower bound Pl of the obtainable covariance of the CLUE.
Also an upper bound Pu is provided implying that P ? lies in
an interval 0 ≺ Pl � P ? � Pu, where Pl and Pu depend on
A.

A. Lower Bound on Best CLUE

The CLUE cannot be better than the BLUE for any R ∈ A.
As a consequence, a lower bound of the CLUE covariance can
therefore be computed as the smallest covariance larger than
all BLUE covariances, which is an easier optimization problem
than the best CLUE problem. In analogy to the Cramér-Rao
lower bound [42] this lower bound can be used as a guideline
for system design, e.g., to a tradeoff between communication
bandwidth and performance. It should be noted that this
formulation relaxes the constraints, and hence there is no
guarantee that a gain K achieving this covariance exists in the
general case. Below we derive a lower bound Pl for the best
CLUE covariance P ?, where subscript l refers to quantities
related to the lower bound. It is shown that J(P ?) ≥ J(Pl).
If a CLUE (K,P ) satisfies J(P ) = J(Pl) then this CLUE is
also a best CLUE.

Instead of the best CLUE, consider the problem

minimize
P

J(P )

subject to P �
(
HTR−1H

)−1
,∀R ∈ A.

(8)

For a given J a solution Pl to (8) is a lower bound2 on P ?.

Theorem 1 (Best CLUE Lower Bound). Let (K?, P ?) be
given by (7) and let Pl be given by (8). Then J(P ?) ≥ J(Pl).

2Sec. VII-D provides an example where the lower bound is strict.

Proof. By assumption the same matrix increasing J and the
same A are used in both (7) and (8). Since (K?, P ?) solves
(7) we have for each R ∈ A that

P ? � K?R(K?)T � (HTR−1H)−1,

where the last inequality follows from the Gauss-Markov
theorem [15] as we have K?H = I . Hence, P ? satisfies the
constraints in (8) and therefore J(P ?) ≥ J(Pl). �

An implication of the theorem above is that if Pl given by
(8) is obtained by a CLUE, then this estimator is a best CLUE.
We now derive an estimator with the gain Kl computed from
Pl, and give sufficient conditions for when (Kl, Pl) is a best
CLUE. Start by solving for Rl in

Pl =
(
HTR−1l H

)−1
, (9)

which has a solution since Pl ∈ Sn++ and since HT has full
column rank. Then define

Kl =
(
HTR−1l H

)−1
HTR−1l , (10)

which yields an unbiased estimator since KlH = I .
For (Kl, Pl) to be a CLUE, cf. (4), it must hold that Pl �

KlRK
T
l ,∀R ∈ A. As it follows from (10) that KlRlK

T
l = Pl

with Rl according to (9), a sufficient condition for (Kl, Pl) to
be a CLUE is that Rl � R,∀R ∈ A since then

Pl = KlRlK
T
l � KlRK

T
l ,∀R ∈ A.

The results above are summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 2 (Best CLUE From Lower Bound). Assume Pl
solves (8) and that Kl is according to (10) with Rl implicitly
given by (9) . If Rl � R,∀R ∈ A, then (Kl, Pl) is a best
CLUE.

As will be seen in Sec. VII-B3 it is possible to not satisfy
Rl � R,∀R ∈ A while still satisfying Pl � KlRK

T
l ,∀R ∈

A.

B. Upper Bound on Best CLUE

Assume C is given, where C � R,∀R ∈ A. Then it is
possible to construct a CLUE as (K,P ) with P = KCKT

for any K subject to KH = I . In particular a CLUE can
be derived by first finding a C � R,∀R ∈ A, and then
compute the BLUE w.r.t. this C. Finding a smallest covariance
larger than all possible R ∈ A is a simpler problem than
the best CLUE problem. However, approaching the problem
in this way restricts the feasible set, and therefore a CLUE,
but not necessarily a best CLUE, is obtained. Nevertheless,
it is sometimes useful to bound A tightly using C, see, e.g.,
[35, 43–45]. In such cases the closed-form expression of (12)
below can be used to compute a CLUE. Next we derive an
upper bound Pu on P ? of (7). Subscript u refers to quantities
related to the upper bound.

Introduce the set

B = {C ∈ Sm++ |C � R,∀R ∈ A}, (11)
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which contains all matrices C ∈ Sm++ that are larger than all
elements R ∈ A. A CLUE (Ku, Pu) is then given by

Ku =
(
HTC−1H

)−1
HTC−1, (12a)

Pu =
(
HTC−1H

)−1
, (12b)

where C ∈ B and KuH = I . By a similar reasoning that leads
up to Theorem 2, (Ku, Pu) according to (12) is a CLUE for
any C ∈ B.

If C is a minimal element of B in (11) it is also called
a minimal bound on A since there exists no element R′ �
C,R′ 6= C for which R′ � R,∀R ∈ A. In general (12) is too
conservative to be a best CLUE, even if C is a minimal bound3

on A. This fact is also discussed in [29]. We summarize the
results in the following theorem.

Theorem 3 (Best CLUE Upper Bound). Let (K?, P ?) be
given by (7) and let (Ku, Pu) be given by (12), where C ∈ B
with B as in (11). Then J(Pu) ≥ J(P ?).

C. Summary

If the approach of Sec. IV-A yields a CLUE then (Kl, Pl)
is also a best CLUE, otherwise (Kl, Pl) is a too optimistic
estimator. On the other hand, the estimator (Ku, Pu) given by
(12) is generally too pessimistic to be a best CLUE. If the
lower and upper bounds coincide, then, as a consequence of
Theorem 2, a best CLUE is trivially found.

V. GENERAL CONSERVATIVE LINEAR UNBIASED
ESTIMATION USING ROBUST OPTIMIZATION

In this section it is shown how robust optimization (RO,
[46]) can be used to solve general CLUE problems. Other
cases where RO is used to solve estimation problems are
studied in, for instance, [46, 47].

We begin by showing that our problem fits into the ro-
bust semidefinite programming optimization framework [48].
Tractability and optimality are then discussed. With tractability
we mean that a solution can be found within a reasonable
amount of time. Finally, an implementation of conservative
estimation using RO in YALMIP [49] is provided.

A. Robust Semidefinite Optimization

Since we deal with optimization problems having semidef-
inite constraints our focus is on a class of problems called
semidefinite programs (SDP). Let ∆ ∈ D be an uncertain
optimization parameter only known to reside in an uncertainty
set D ⊂ Rd. In RO none of the constraints are allowed to be
violated for any value ∆ ∈ D [50]. A generic SDP with an
inequality constraint uncertainty can be stated as [48]

minimize
z

f(z)

subject to F(z,∆) � 0,∆ ∈ D,
(13)

for a loss function f(·). In (13) z is an optimization variable
and F(z,∆) is a matrix-valued function that depends on z and

3An example of this is provided in Sec. VII-B3.

∆. The constraint in (13) is a linear matrix inequality (LMI)
for any fixed ∆.

The best CLUE problem of Definition 2 is aligned with the
formulation in (13). To see this, replace z by (K,P ), D by A,
∆ by R and f(z) by J(P ). Then rewrite the matrix inequality
of (7) using Schur complement [51] as

F(K,P,R) =

[
P KR

RKT R

]
� 0. (14)

Since (14) is equivalent to P � 0∧P −KRKT � 0 we have
retrieved the problem in Definition 2.

B. Tractability And Optimality

There are a few cases where the computed solution to the
problem in (13), with D = A, is tractable and optimal in the
sense that a minimal element is found when the RO problem is
solved [52]. If A is a finite set then tractability follows trivially
since the uncertainty is replaced by a finite set of LMIs. The
problem is also tractable if A is the convex hull [40] of a finite
set, see below for an example on convex hulls.

The convex hull of a set V is another set which contains all
convex combinations of the elements of V [40]. For example,
consider a set of covariances V = {A,B} ⊂ S2

+ where A =[
4 −2
−2 1

]
and B = [ 4 2

2 1 ]. The convex hull of V is

{θA+ (1− θ)B | θ ∈ [0, 1]}

=
{[

4(θ+1−θ) −2θ+2(1−θ)
−2θ+2(1−θ) θ+1−θ

] ∣∣∣ θ ∈ [0, 1]
}

=
{[

4 2−4θ
2−4θ 1

] ∣∣ θ ∈ [0, 1]
}
,

which is equivalent to {[ 4 cc 1 ] | c ∈ [−2, 2]}. In case the
unknown cross-covariance is not a scalar it is generally not
possible to express A as the convex hull of a finite set.

For general uncertainty sets, i.e., general A, there are only a
few constructive results on robust counterparts for the problem
in (13). The case treated here where both the RO problem and
the uncertainty set is defined by semidefinite constraints is
largely untreated in the literature. Not only are exact solutions
absent in contrast to the simple example above, but also
general tractable conservative approximations are missing.

C. Robust Estimation Using YALMIP

YALMIP is a MATLAB® toolbox developed to model and
solve optimization problems [49], and it has the ability to
derive RO problems [53]. The strategies in [53] focus on cases
where exact robust counterparts can be derived which rules out
problems according to the model in (13). However, theory has
recently been developed and added to the YALMIP toolbox to
support problems according to (13), i.e., uncertainty structures
involving arbitrary intersections of conic-representable sets.
These additions4 are described in the forthcoming [54].

The key feature for us is realized by a function called
uncertain(), which enables the uncertainty imposed by
R0 ∈ A to be handled. Next, we illustrate conservative
estimation using RO in YALMIP with an example. Consider

4It should be noted that these additions are already implemented in YALMIP
but the documentation describing them is currently unpublished.
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the task of computig a conservative estimate x̂ = Ky and P
where tr(P ) is minimized. Let y = [ y1y2 ] =

[
H1

H2

]
x0+v where

x0 ∈ R2, H1 = H2 = [ 1 0
0 1 ], R0

1 = [ 1 0
0 4 ] and R0

2 = [ 4 0
0 1 ].

Assume R0
12 is completely unknown and that R0 � 0.

The problem is translated into MATLAB® syntax using
YALMIP in Listing 1. YALMIP functions are highlighted in
orange. The result is K = [ 0.8 0 0.2 0

0 0.2 0 0.8 ] and P = 1.6 [ 1 0
0 1 ].

Listing 1: A simple YALMIP example.
H = [eye(2) ; eye(2)];
R1 = diag([1 4]);
R2 = diag([4 1]);
K = sdpvar(2,4); % Declare SDP variable
P = sdpvar(2);
R12 = sdpvar(2,2,’full’);
R = [R1 R12 ; R12’ R2];
F = [uncertain(R12),

K*H == eye(2),
[P K*R ; R*K’ R] >= 0,
R >= 0]; % Constraints

J = trace(P);
optimize(F, J) % Solve problem

In this example YALMIP finds a best CLUE. However, in
general the solution is approximative and the only guarantee
is that the solution is a CLUE.

VI. SPECIAL CASES OF CONSERVATIVE LINEAR
UNBIASED ESTIMATION

In this section it is shown that several existing conservative
estimation methods are best CLUE under different assump-
tions on A. Common for all methods is that the diagonal
blocks of R0 are known while the off-diagonal blocks, e.g.,
R0

12, are unknown. What differs between the methods is the
assumptions on the off-diagonal blocks. For instance, it could
be that we have some extra knowledge that R0

12 is diagonal
or that the eigenvalues of R0

12(R0
12)T are smaller than a > 0.

Benefits of exploiting any extra structure on the otherwise
unknown cross-correlations are illustrated using an example.
Assume R0 = [ 4 cc 1 ] where c is unknown. If it is only known
that R0 � 0 then c ∈ [−2, 2] and hence R0 could be repre-
sented by any ellipse encloses in the rectangle of Fig. 4(a).
A minimal bound on A is in this case given by C. If on the
other hand it is known that c ∈ [− 1

2 ,
1
2 ], then it is possible

to find an even smaller minimal bound C ′, see Fig. 4(b). In
Fig. 4 we have also illustrated A = {[ 4 cc 1 ] | c ∈ [−2, 2]} and
A′ = {[ 4 cc 1 ] | c ∈ [− 1

2 ,
1
2 ]} ⊂ A.

Below we consider CI, ICI and LE. Recalling the assump-
tions made in Sec. II-B, with N denoting the number of
estimates to be merged, it is now assumed that (yi, R

0
i ) are

available, where i = 1, . . . , N , and that R0
ij , with i 6= j,

are unknown. It should be emphasized that CI, ICI and LE
give different solutions to a problem since they are related
to different assumptions on A. Among the described methods
LE makes the most restrictive assumptions on A while CI
makes the least restrictive assumptions on A. Hence LE in
general is less conservative than ICI while ICI in general is
less conservative than CI.

A. Covariance Intersection
CI was originally proposed in [7] for the fusion of two

correlated estimates. CI is based on completely unknown

C

A

(a)

C′

A′

(b)

Fig. 4. Illustration of the benefits of utilizing any extra structure on
the unknown parts of R0. (a) C is a minimal bound on A. (b) A
smaller minimal bound C′ ≺ C can be found for A′ ⊂ A.

cross-correlations for which the only condition on the cross-
correlation is that R0 � 0, and therefore

A =
{[

R1 R12

RT
12 R2

]
∈ Sm++

∣∣∣R1 = R0
1, R2 = R0

2

}
. (15)

Let y =
[
yT1 . . . yTN

]T
, H =

[
HT

1 . . . HT
N

]T
and C =

diag
(
R0

1

ω1
, . . . ,

R0
N

ωN

)
. CI is given by5

P−1 = HTC−1H =

N∑
i=1

ωiH
T
i (R0

i )
−1Hi, (16a)

P−1x̂ = HTC−1y =

N∑
i=1

ωiH
T
i (R0

i )
−1yi, (16b)

where ωi ∈ [0, 1] and
∑N
i=1 ωi = 1. The free parameters

ω1, . . . , ωN are found by minimizing J(P ). The CI gain K is
given by

K = P
[
ω1H1(TR0

1)−1 . . . ωNH
T
N (R0

N )−1
]
. (17)

Concerning optimality of CI, let N = 2 and H1 = H2 = I .
In this case we only have one free parameter ω since it is
possible to define ω1 = ω and ω2 = 1 − ω. Let the optimal
value of ω given J(P ) be denoted by ω?. Further, let an
arbitrary CLUE be given by (K ′, P ′). In [29] it is shown that
if ω? is obtained by minimizing J(P ) w.r.t. ω with P given
by (16a), then for (K?, P ?) given by

K? =
[
ω?P ?(R0

1)−1 (1− ω?)P ?(R0
2)−1

]
, (18a)

P ? =
(
ω?(R0

1)−1 + (1− ω?)(R0
2)−1

)−1
, (18b)

it holds that
P ′ � P ? =⇒ P ′ = P ?.

This means P ? is a minimal element of the feasible set. Hence,
(K?, P ?) according to (18) constitute a best CLUE, provided
that N = 2 and that the cross-correlations are completely
unknown.

B. Inverse Covariance Intersection

ICI is derived in [12] for the case where N = 2 and H1 =
H2 = I . ICI is less conservative than CI since it utilizes a
certain structure on R0

12 called common information [12].
We introduce Γ−1 ∈ Sn++ to denote common information

included in both (R0
1)−1 and (R0

2)−1, and γ̂ to denote the

5This representation is commonly known as the information form.
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corresponding estimate for which Γ = cov(γ̂). The common
information structure is then defined as

(R0
i )
−1 = (Rei )

−1 + Γ−1, (19a)

(R0
i )
−1yi = (Rei )

−1yei + Γ−1γ̂, (19b)

for i = 1, 2, where (Rei )
−1 and yei are the exclusive informa-

tion and the exclusive estimate of the ith estimate, respectively.
The resulting cross-covariance becomes [12]

R0
12 = R0

1Γ−1R0
2. (20)

An implication of (19a) is that (R0
1)−1, (R0

2)−1 � Γ−1. The
set A is now given by

A =

[ R1 R12

RT
12 R2

]
∈ Sm++

∣∣∣∣∣∣
R1 = R0

1, R2 = R0
2

R12 = R1Γ−1R2

R−1
1 , R−1

2 � Γ−1

 . (21)

An estimate is computed using ICI according to

P−1 = (R0
1)−1 + (R0

2)−1 −
(
ωR0

1 + (1− ω)R0
2

)−1
,

(22a)

P−1x̂ =
(

(R0
1)−1 − ω

(
ωR0

1 + (1− ω)R0
2

)−1)
y1

+
(

(R0
2)−1 − (1− ω)

(
ωR0

1 + (1− ω)R0
2

)−1)
y2,

(22b)

where ω ∈ [0, 1] is found by minimizing J(P ) [12]. The ICI
gain is given by K =

[
K1 K2

]
where

K1 = P
(

(R0
1)−1 − ω

(
ωR0

1 + (1− ω)R0
2

)−1)
, (23a)

K2 = P
(

(R0
2)−1 − (1− ω)

(
ωR0

1 + (1− ω)R0
2

)−1)
,

(23b)

with P according to (22a).
Given that the common information structure holds, it is

shown in [12] that if (K ′, P ′) is any arbitrary CLUE and P ?

is computed according to (22a), then

P ′ � P ? =⇒ P ′ = P ?.

Hence, ICI is a best CLUE under common information.

C. Largest Ellipsoid Method

Following its first appearance in [9] the LE method has been
derived from multiple principles and therefore has been given
multiple names: In [55] it is called safe fusion, the authors of
[10, 56] suggests the name ellipsoidal intersection, and in [57]
it is named internal ellipsoid approximation. It should be noted
that there are minor differences between how the estimate is
calculated. In this work we use the algorithm proposed in [55].

In the derivations of LE no explicit assumptions on A are
made. Below we propose componentwise aligned correlations
which is an assumed structure on R0

12 that is satisfied if there
exists a joint transformation TJ = diag(T, T ) such that

D = TJR
0TT
J =

[
I D12

D12 D2

]
, (24)

Algorithm 1 Largest Ellipsoid Method

Input: (y1, R
0
1) and (y2, R

0
2)

1: Factorize R0
1 = U1D1U

T
1 and let T1 = D

− 1
2

1 UT
1 . Factorize

T1R
0
2T

T
1 = U2D2U

T
2 and let T2 = UT

2 .
2: Transform using T = T2T1 according to

y′1 = Ty1, D′1 = TR0
1T

T = I,

y′2 = Ty2, D′2 = TR0
2T

T.

3: For each i = 1, . . . , n, of the x̂′ and diagonal P ′, compute

(
[x̂′]i, [P

′]ii
)
=

{
([y′1]i, 1) , if 1 ≤ [D′2]ii,

([y′2]i, [D
′
2]ii) , if 1 > [D′2]ii.

Output: T−1x̂′, T−1P ′T−T

where D2 and D12 are diagonal. The LE method is outlined
in Algorithm 1. The condition in (24) is equivalent to

A =


[

R1 R12

RT
12 R2

]
∈ Sm++

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
R1 = R0

1, R2 = R0
2

∃T, TR1T
T = I

∧ [TR2T
T]ij = 0, i 6= j

∧ [TR12T
T]ij = 0, i 6= j

 . (25)

Consider the quantities of Algorithm 1. The resulting gain
of the LE method is given by

K =
[
K1 K2

]
= T−1

[
K ′1 K ′2

]
T, (26)

where K ′1 and K ′2 are the gains in the transformed domain, i.e.,
after transformation using T . The matrix K ′1 is diagonal where
[K ′1]ii = 1 if [D′2]ii ≥ 1 and otherwise zero, and K ′2 = I−K ′1
[14].

Theorem 4 (Largest Ellipsoid Method—Optimal). If in (24)
D12 = TR12T

T is diagonal for T as given in Algorithm 1,
then the LE method of Algorithm 1 is a best CLUE.

Proof. By assumption TJRT
T
J =

[
I D12

D12 D2

]
, where D2 and

D12 are diagonal. The ith component of I is only correlated
with the ith component of D2. Hence, we only need to
consider pairwise correlated scalars. It is then possible to use
CI for the merging of scalars correlated to an unknown degree.
If P ′ is the covariance in the transformed domain, then

[P ′]ii = ω[I]ii + (1− ω)[D2]ii = ω + (1− ω)[D2]ii,

which, as a property of CI, is conservative for all ω ∈
[0, 1]. Minimizing [P ′]ii w.r.t. ω is equivalent to [P ′]ii =
min (1, [D2]ii) , which in particular is the LE solution. In
[14, Theorem 4.7] it is shown that LE is a linear unbiased
estimator. Hence, LE is a best CLUE under componentwise
aligned correlations. �

VII. THEORY EVALUATION

In this section five estimation examples are solved. The
covariances P CI, P ICI and P LE corresponding to CI, ICI
and LE, respectively, the lower bound Pl, and the upper
bound Pu are computed wherever applicable. Each example
is also solved using the previously proposed RO approach,
where the resulting covariance is denoted by P RO. YALMIP
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R0
1

R0
2

P CI

P ICI

P LE

E2a:

E2b:

E2c:

Fig. 5. Summary of E2, where P CI � P ICI � P LE. If it is possible to
exploit more structure in the problem, then it is possible to compute
a CLUE having a smaller covariance. The hashed areas in the left
part illustrate (HTR−1H)−1, ∀R ∈ A for the different A.

implementations in MATLAB® for the RO parts are available
from https://gitlab.com/robinforsling/clue. In all examples ex-
cept the last one it is assumed that Hi = I ∈ R2×2 for
i = 1, . . . , N and H =

[
HT

1 . . . HT
N

]T
. The loss function

J(P ) = tr(P ) is chosen which means that the estimator
variance is minimized. Example 1 is denoted by E1 and the
remaining examples are identified analogously.

A. E1: A Is A Finite Set

Assume that N = 2 and R0 =
[

R0
1 R0

12

(R0
12)

T R0
2

]
, where R0

1 =

[ 1 0
0 4 ] and R0

2 = [ 4 0
0 1 ], and where R0

12 ∈ R2×2 is either I
or −I . Then A = {Q,S} ∈ S4

++ where Q =
[
R0

1 I

I R0
2

]
and

S =
[
R0

1 −I
−I R0

2

]
.

The BLUE for R0 = Q is given by

KQ =
(
HTQ−1H

)−1
HTQ−1 =

[
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1

]
, (27)

which yields KQQK
T
Q = KQSK

T
Q = I . From KQKT �

KQQK
T
Q,∀K subject to KH = I and P ? � KQSK

T
Q it

follows that a best CLUE in this case is given by K? = KQ

and P ? = I .
Since (HTS−1H)−1 = 0.43I ≺ (HTQ−1H)−1

we have Pl = I . Using a minimal bound C =
diag

(
R0

1 + I,R0
2 + I

)
= diag(2, 5, 5, 2) a strictly upper

bound Pu = 1.43I can be computed. RO yields P RO = I
which is guaranteed to be optimal as A is finite.

B. E2: A Is An Infinite Set

Assume that N = 2 and R0 =
[

R0
1 R0

12

(R0
12)

T R2

]
, with R0

1 and
R0

2 defined as in E1. Assume that R0
12 is unknown and that

A now is an infinite set. A best CLUE depends on A. We
will solve this problem for three different assumptions on A,
namely: a) completely unknown cross-correlations, b) com-
mon information, and c) componentwise aligned correlations.
Since R0

1 and R0
2 are fixed, CI, ICI and LE yield P CI = 1.60I ,

P ICI = 1.18I and P LE = I , respectively, in all subcases below.
E2 is summarized in Fig. 5.

R0
1

R0
2R0

3

P CI

P RO

Pl

Fig. 6. Summary of E3, where P CI � P RO � Pl, and hence CI is
not a best CLUE when N > 2. The gray ellipses in the intersection
represent (HTR−1H)−1 for different R ∈ A.

1) E2a: In this case A is given by (15). We first look at
two elements, Q =

[
R0

1 G

G R0
2

]
∈ A and S =

[
R0

1 −G
−G R0

2

]
∈ A

where G = [ 0 0.999
3.999 0 ]. Solving (8), but replacing A by A′ =

{S,Q}, yields approximately 1.60I . Since A′ ⊂ A we then
know that Pl � 1.60I .

The matrix C = 2 diag(R0
1, R

0
2) satisfies C � R,∀R ∈

A. This is true since C − R0 =

[
R0

1 −R0
12

−R0
21 R0

2

]
� 0 as a

consequence of the assumption R0 � 0. Using (12b) yields
Pu = 1.60I which is equivalent to the solution of (8). Using
Theorem 2 we can hence conclude that a best CLUE is given
by (12) with C = 2 diag(R0

1, R
0
2).

2) E2b: In this case A is given by (21). Solving the prob-
lem using YALMIP yields P RO = 1.18I which is equivalent to
the best CLUE solution P ? = P ICI = 1.18I computed using
ICI.

3) E2c: In this case A is given by (25). KQ according to
(27) yields KQRK

T
Q = I, ∀R ∈ A. Hence, K? = KQ and

P ? = I constitute a best CLUE, where P ? = P LE since LE is
a best CLUE in case of componentwise aligned correlations.

The matrix Rl =
[
R0

1 I

I R0
2

]
does not satisfy Rl � R,∀R ∈

A, e.g., for B = diag(R0
1, R

0
2) ∈ A the difference Rl − B is

indefinite. However, the matrix C = 2 diag(R0
1, R

0
2) satisfies

C � R,∀R ∈ A and is also a minimal bound on A. This C
yields

(
HTC−1H

)−1
= 1.60I � P ?.

C. E3: Completely Unknown Cross-Correlations N = 3

Let N = 3 and assume that

R0
1 =

[
16 0
0 1

]
, R0

2 =

[
4.75 6.50
6.50 12.25

]
, R0

3 =

[
4.75 −6.50
−6.50 12.25

]
,

with R0
2 and R0

3 being generated from rotation of R0
1 by 60◦

and −60◦, respectively. Assume that the off-diagonal blocks
of R0 are completely unknown.

CI yields P CI = 1.88I . In this case YALMIP gives us
P RO = 1.76I ≺ P CI. Hence, CI is not a best CLUE under
completely unknown cross-correlations if N > 2. We have
also computed Pl = 1.31I as the smallest ellipse which
contains the intersection of the ellipses of R0

1, R0
2 and R0

3,
but we cannot draw any conclusions about whether this Pl is
a strictly lower bound on a best CLUE or not.

https://gitlab.com/robinforsling/clue
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R0
1

R0
2

K?Q(K?)T

K?S(K?)T

Pl
P ?

Fig. 7. Summary of E4, where Pl is a strictly lower bound on P ?.
Gray ellipses are given by (HTR−1H)−1 where R ∈ A.

D. E4: Lower Bound Is Strict

In this example it is shown that P ? 6= Pl, P
? � Pl. Assume

that N = 2 and R0 =
[

R0
1 R0

12

(R0
12)

T R0
2

]
, where R0

1 = [ 5 1
1 1 ] and

R0
2 =

[
1 −1
−1 5

]
, and R0

12 ∈ R2×2 can either be [ 1 0.5
0.5 1 ] or[−1 0.5

0.5 −1
]

which corresponds to Q and S of A = {Q,S},
respectively.

Using RO in YALMIP we compute Pl = [ 0.40 0.45
0.45 0.93 ] and

P RO = P ? = [ 0.56 0.40
0.40 0.95 ]. The results are visualized in

Fig. 7, where also K?Q(K?)T and K?S(K?)T are plotted,
with K? being the best CLUE gain. The reason for having
P ? 6= Pl, P

? � Pl is that no K exists such that

P � KQKT ∧ P � KSKT

∧P ′ � (HTQ−1H)−1 ∧ P ′ � (HTS−1H)−1

and J(P ) = J(P ′) hold simultaneously.

E. E5: Eigenvalue Constrained R0
12

In the final example we have N = 2 and assume that the
eigenvalues of R0

12 are constrained. Let x0 ∈ R2 and

H1 =
[

1√
2

1√
2

]
, R0

1 = 1,

H2 =

 1√
2

−1√
2

1 0
0 1

 , R0
2 =

4 0 0
0 4 0
0 0 4

 .
In this case R0

12 ∈ R1×3 and is assumed to be constrained
as R0

12(R0
12)T ≤ ρ2 or equivalently ‖R0

12‖ ≤ ρ where ρ ≥ 0.
To have R0 � 0 we require ρ ≤ 2 such that ρ ∈ [0, 2]. We
now vary ρ ∈ [0, 2] and compute P RO. Also P CI and P ′ are
computed where

P ′ =
(
HT

1 (R0
1)−1H1 +HT

2 (R0
2)−1H2

)−1
,

such that P ′ is equivalent to the covariance of the BLUE given
‖R0

12‖ = 0. In Fig. 8 the trace of P RO, P CI and P ′ are plotted.
As ρ increases from 0 to 2, tr(P RO) increases from tr(P ′) to
tr(P CI). Note, in this example tr(P RO) is almost linear in ρ
but this is generally not the case.

ρ

tr(P CI)

tr(P ′)

tr(P RO)

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Fig. 8. Results for E5, where ‖R0
12‖ ≤ ρ. The green solid line

represents tr(P RO).

F. Discussion

The results for E1-E4 are summarized in Table I, where
E5 has been excluded since the results of E5 is given on a
different format, see Fig. 8. We see that each of CI, ICI and
LE yields the same answer for E1 and E2 since R0

1 and R0
2

are fixed throughout these cases. In E1 and E2 the YALMIP
solution is equivalent to a best CLUE, and we further see the
benefits of utilizing any extra structure encoded in A.

E3 is a counterexample of CI being a best CLUE under
completely unknown cross-correlations when N > 2. We do
not know if P RO is equivalent to P ? since P ? � Pl is possible
even if P RO = P ?, cf. Theorem 1. The upper bound is strict
in this case.

In E5 neither of H1 and H2 is identity or even a square
matrix, and eigenvalues of R0

12(R0
12)T are constrained to be

smaller than ρ2. As ρ is varied from zero to its maximum
value, tr(P RO) increases from that of the BLUE given R12 = 0
to that of CI. This result is quite specific but nevertheless
verifies the generality of the RO methodology.

The examples also demonstrate the generality of the CLUE
framework and in particular the usability of A: (i) it can be
used to select estimation method, e.g., ICI if (21) holds, (ii) it
is the basis for deriving and solving general problems using
robust optimization, (iii) and it is used to compute lower and
upper bounds on a best CLUE.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

A framework for conservative linear unbiased estimation
was proposed. The backbone of the framework is Definition 2
where a best conservative linear unbiased estimator (best
CLUE) is defined. Lower and upper bounds of a best CLUE
were derived.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF EXAMPLES

Pu Pl P CI P ICI P LE P RO P ?

E1 1.43I I 1.60I 1.18I I I I
E2a 1.60I 1.60I 1.60I 1.18I I 1.60I 1.60I
E2b - - 1.60I 1.18I I 1.18I 1.18I
E2c 1.60I I 1.60I 1.18I I I I
E3 1.88I 1.31I 1.88I - - 1.76I -
E4 -

[
0.40 0.45
0.45 0.93

]
- - -

[
0.56 0.40
0.40 0.95

] [
0.56 0.40
0.40 0.95

]
black = CLUE, not best CLUE; green = best CLUE; cyan = lower
bound red = not CLUE; yellow = CLUE, might be best CLUE
Quantities not computed are marked ”-”
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best CLUEproblem
properties

special cases

BLUE

CI
ICI

LE

new method

general CLUE using RO

existing results
on tractability

new theory
on robust SDP

Fig. 9. A summary of the main contributions (green boxes) and
suggested future directions to take (orange dashed boxes). Current
progress (gray hashed boxes) have been included for clarity.

The strength of the proposed framework was further demon-
strated as best CLUEs were found in more general settings
with robust optimization (RO). Using an example we have
illustrated that the RO based approach has the potential to
perform better than CI if N > 2. Moreover, it was shown
that three existing conservative linear estimation methods in
fact are a best CLUE under different assumptions about the
cross-correlations.

This paper suggests two main directions to take for future
work. Special cases of a best CLUE: New methods can be
derived and connected to a best CLUE by exploiting structures
in the set A. Conservative estimation using RO: Synthesizing
new theory on RO, particularly in robust semidefinite pro-
gramming (SDP), means it is possible to prove tractability
and optimality for even more general cases than those already
stated, and to describe properties of the solution from the RO.
We summarize the contributions of this work and suggested
future work in Fig. 9.

APPENDIX A
MATRIX RELATIONS

Let V ⊆ Sn+ and A,B ∈ Sn+. The inequalities � and � are
defined as

A � B ⇐⇒ A−B � 0 ⇐⇒ (A−B) ∈ Sn+,

A � B ⇐⇒ A−B � 0 ⇐⇒ (A−B) ∈ Sn++.

A function J : Rn×n → R is matrix nondecreasing if

A � B =⇒ J(A) ≤ J(B), (28)

and matrix increasing if

A � B,A 6= B =⇒ J(A) < J(B). (29)

The function tr(WA) is matrix nondecreasing if W ∈ Sn+ and
matrix increasing if W ∈ Sn++. In particular tr(A) is matrix
increasing on Sn+. The function det(A) is matrix increasing
on Sn+ [40].

An element A ∈ V is the minimum element of V if

B � A, ∀B ∈ V. (30)

An element A ∈ V is a minimal element of V if B ∈ V and

B � A =⇒ B = A. (31)

Minimal elements of V ⊆ Sn++ are given by

minimize
B∈V

tr(WB), (32)

where W ∈ Sn++. If all W ∈ Sn++ yields the same unique
solution A, then A is a minimum element of V . If two or
more minimal elements of a set V exist, then V does not have
a minimum element [40].

Assuming J is matrix increasing, the solution to

minimize
B∈V

J(B), (33)

yields a minimal element of V . This can be shown by contra-
diction. Assume that A solves (33) but that A is not a minimal
element of V . The latter assumption implies that there exists
another element A′ ∈ V for which A′ � A,A′ 6= A. It follows
from (29) that J(A′) < J(A) which leads to a contradiction
since A then cannot be a solution to (33). Hence, the solution
to (33) is a minimal element of V .
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